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EMARI Regional Director’s News
By Calvin Goldsmith
rectors (NBOD) on the upcoming NBOD
election, and it has been a busy summer.
The election is now underway, and you’ll be
hearing a lot about it. The Eastern Division
is recommending a diverse slate of candidates including 3 Eastern Division patrollers,
plus one from the Southern Division, and
one from the Rocky Mountain Division.
There are 5 seats up for grabs, and we have
5 very strong recommendations for you.
Please make sure you vote for all 5 candidates. They are:
Chris Pringle, Eastern Division (EMARI),
up for re-election
Rick Knight, Eastern Division (CT), up for
re-election.
Regional Director, Cal Goldsmith. Photo submitted by Cal
Goldsmith.

Wendy Aarnio, Eastern Division (SVT)

Latest Observations From the Region

Morgan Armstrong, Southern Division,
former NBOD member

Director’s Seat, by Cal Goldsmith, RD.
Ken Kramer, Rocky Mountain Division, up
for re-election.

Good day EMARI patrollers. I hope you’ve
enjoyed your summer. Fall is under way
and our first snow could be within a month.
I have been working with our Eastern Division members of the National Board of DiEMARI Newsletter

These people were chosen because they
are clear thinking, credible, and team play(Cont’d next page…)
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will change this year. But we still need you
all to vote - every one of you!

(…RD’s News, Cont’d from Pg. 1)

ers who will do what they think is good for the
entire NSP membership, not just their parochial interests. They don’t always vote together, but they always have good, thoughtful
reasons for doing what they do, and they get
that they need to do what’s best for line patrollers.

On the OEC front, the refresher this year has
been modified to eliminate a lot of redundancy between the on-line portion and the workbook. Our comments from last year were
heard and incorporated into this year’s refresher. I hope you agree it’s an improvement.

Currently, we are very unhappy with the direction the leadership now in power on the
NBOD is taking. OEC is still under some
pressure to be reduced and simplified, which
is the exact opposite direction the EMS world
is headed, and directly against what patrol
directors at bigger mountains say they require. And it’s not just OEC, but other programs under similar pressure as well. We
need to make a change in leadership on the
NBOD for these and many other reasons as
well.

Also regarding OEC, Ed McNamara and Dr.
David Johe are now embarking on putting
together OEC 6. It’ll likely be a couple years
before we see it. Improvements will reduce
medical tech-speak a bit, and simplify the objectives, and tailor them more to our priorities
as ski patrollers. I’m amazed Ed and Dr.
Johe are up for this task again, but I’m glad
they are and expect this new text to be excellent for us as patrollers - both as a text book
for teaching and [as] a reference book for
continued use. The goal is to have it done
by 2019, which is an aggressive schedule for
sure.

So, this year is vitally important to get out the
vote: As much or more so than the last several years. EMARI did a great job getting out
the vote last year. At 49% we were second
in the entire NSP for voting! Thank you very
much. The winner was from Central Division
at 53%. Unfortunately, Eastern Division as a
whole did not do nearly as well, at 25%. That
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Meegan Moszynski was also named our new
[NSP] Executive Director 3 months ago as
our first woman Executive Director. She is a
very talented manager with
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REGION ELECTIONS

(Continued from page 2)

extensive non-profit experience. She described herself as tough but fair, and has already started to strengthen our National Office staff into a smoothly running team. All
indications from people who have met and
worked with her so far is that she will be a
great manager and Executive Director for
NSP.

The EMARI Region Election Committee is
pleased to announce the results of the 2017
election for Region Director. Congratulations to Cal Goldsmith, sitting Region Director, on his reelection. Official results:
John Caron - 68

EMARI refreshers are now over. This is
when I am reminded how strong an organization EMARI is, and NSP is. There are so
many people working extremely hard to bring
us extremely well organized and thorough
refreshers. By the time you see the refresher, your instructors have attended several
already getting yours ready for you. Please
be aware how hard these folks work for you
and the organization. It is the source of our
organizations strength, and is truly inspiring
to see.

Cal Goldsmith - 315
The committee would like to congratulate
Cal on his reelection and thank John for his
interest in serving the Region in this capacity. We look forward to the continued contributions of you both. Our region is better
served because of you and your interest to
serve. Thank you for your commitment.
Thank you all who voted in this year’s region Election and please VOTE in the crucial
National election to ensure your voice is
heard.

Thank you for all you do for EMARI and
NSP. Do one more thing for me, and please
vote!

Thank you to the Committee for your service. It has been a privilege to serve with
you. If anyone is interested in serving on
the EMARI Election Committee, please contact Cal as I am stepping down from the
Committee.

Cal Goldsmith
Region Director

It has been my pleasure and privilege to
serve.
Sincerely,

Single leaf pattern images taken from Google; free images.
Pattern collage by EMARI Newsletter Staff.

Jen Heil
EMARI Election Committee Chair

Check out
http://www.emari.org/calendar.shtml
for upcoming EMARI events!
EMARI Newsletter
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NSP Eastern Division AMN
Eastern Division AMN 2017
The Eastern Division Programs for NSP Avalanche, NSP Mountain Travel and Rescue, and NSP
Nordic, conduct a weekend every
year for program administration updates, NSP continuing education,
skills training, and networking.
This season it was hosted by Winding Trails XC Ski Center, Farmington, Connecticut, September 15-18.
https://www.windingtrails.org .
This gathering included a visit from
one current NSP National Board

member and one NSP National board
candidate.
The event is free, open to everyone
providing the opportunity to experience
training in the three programs, Please
watch the calendar and news at the
end of Summer, 2018, and plan to join
the group for a worthwhile experience.

John J. Caron
EMaRI NSP MTR Advisor
Note: Photos submitted by John Caron.

Avalanches do Happen in New England!
Check out an interesting Mt Washington avalanche video that John Caron found on YouTube, at
https://youtu.be/8_Qzk4WJkAc. It’s titled, “2017-04-01 Human-Triggered Avalanches in Tuckerman Ravine”, and is posted by USFS MWAC.
EMARI Newsletter
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his tenure, he had reports from the staff that
ski areas that require their patrollers be
EMT’s and do not require OEC have been
asking why these people could not be members of the NSP. At least one of these ski
areas reported that they were prepared to
pay dues for their entire patrol if they were
allowed to join. When the OEC challenge
was discussed they stated they would not
pay for any additional courses or training for
their patrollers, nor would they pay their patrollers to attend training if it was offered for
free. They also said the same thing about
refreshers unless they could also qualify as
continuing education for their EMT requirements (which frequently is the case). Their
reasoning was simple: They are experienced
patrollers and in most cases, have been patrolling for years, know their business and
have at least an equivalent level of training
as OEC technicians.

ARTICLE
A Very Interesting Proposition
Submitted by Cal Goldsmith, EMARI Region
Director; Chair, Eastern Division OEC Committee; Former Assistant Director Eastern
Division.
The National Board of Directors has a mechanism for patrollers to submit ideas for consideration to the Board. These are called Requests for Action - RFA’s. Below is a current
idea being put forth by a very accomplished
leader of NSP from the Connecticut Region,
which I think you should be aware of.

RFA 04-17
Allow candidates or current patrollers
who have EMT or Paramedic training to
join the NSP as Traditional Members
without taking OEC. Their current certification and expiration date would be
recorded in the records. They would
have to keep their certifications current
and the National office would check online at least once per year to check that
they are current. Training of these people to orient them to the techniques
and equipment used on the mountain
would be the responsibility of each
mountain as it is today. The Medical
Advisor suggested possibly we could
create a course to orient EMT’s to OEC
skills, a transition course to teach our
equipment and areas we may focus on
more.

Each mountain chooses the credentials they
will require for their patrols. They can require OEC only credentials, EMT only credentials, or allow both. For the first two choices, as far as each mountain's patrol is concerned, my guess is it would likely be business as usual.
The situation gets more complicated for the
last case, where either credential is accepted. For mountains choosing this option,
there are questions to be addressed. Some
questions that arise include: (1) How will
refreshers be conducted? Do EMT’s have to
participate or only OEC tech’s? (2) How will
new EMT’s who have not been through OEC
be trained on the hill to do what OEC technicians do? (3) Will EMT’s be considered
providers of a higher level of care, and by
default have to take over any scene they
come upon where an OEC technician is in
charge? All questions worth (Cont’d next page…)

The above RFA (Request for Action) was
filed by Rick Knight, National Board Member
and former interim Executive Director of
NSP, a position he held on a non-paid volunteer basis for 4 months in Denver. During
EMARI Newsletter
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(…A Very Interesting Proposition, Cont’d from Pg. 5)

cussion at our Fall Officers Meeting, Dick
Woolf, our National Telecommunications Advisor, threw out an off-the-top-of-his-head
thought that immediately brought this whole
discussion into stark relief for me. He said
something to the effect that this was really a
question of whether we believe NSP is strictly an educational organization, or is it a
member driven organization serving the
needs of all ski patrollers? If NSP is strictly
an educational organization, then OEC is our
primary product, and this RFA could be seen
as threatening OEC's value and maybe the
NSP as we see it. If however, we believe
NSP is a member driven organization with a
mission to serve the needs of all ski patrollers, then this RFA makes a good deal of
sense and may actually be overdue. I've
never been totally comfortable with the idea
that NSP is only an education organization.
The history, the prestige, the camaraderie,
the professionalism all speak to NSP being
much more than that. It has always felt like
it to me.

thinking about, and all with likely the same
answer: Each mountain will decide and implement through their individual protocols.
My own thoughts on these questions were I
running a mountain would be, 1) Require
OEC techs’ and EMT’s to refresh together on
the mountain, even if EMT’s have further requirements to do. EMT’s often get credit towards their EMT recertification requirements,
and mountains would know everyone received the training they require to satisfy
their protocols. However, mountains that
use both EMT and OEC trained patrollers
now have told Rick that OEC people use NSP
refreshers, and EMT people use refreshers
required by their regulatory authority. I’m
not sure that is something I’m necessarily in
favor of. Ideally they should refresh together for the mountain's portion. 2) Mountains
will train new EMT’s just as they now train
new OEC technicians for on-hill duties. Pretty much the same situation I'd think. 3) This
may depend on individual state laws, but I'd
say first-on is in charge, because for ski patrol activities, their training and skills should
be comparable. That is just my thought, but
I do think that’s the way mixed OEC/EMT
mountains do it now.

One test of this RFA's idea is does it fall
within NSP's Mission Statement, which is
simply "To help keep people safe on the

mountain and during other outdoor activities.",? It certainly seems like it does.

I know there are other questions, complications, concerns and maybe fears with making
this move. It would be a dramatic change
for the NSP. One of my own concerns is
that the OEC program not be devalued or
challenged as the gold standard for ski patrolling in any way. When the National
Board of Directors takes up this debate, I will
surely be paying close attention to satisfy
myself that OEC will remain strong and as
valued as it is today.

Another evaluation of this RFA is how does it
comport with the NSP Strategic Plan 2020,
paying particular attention to the Strategic
Objectives. The enhancement and protection of OEC called for in the Strategic Plan is
unquestionably a priority, as it should be.
But what I found interesting were two other
particular objectives: "Enhance NSP's value to our principle customers", and

When the Eastern Division BOD had this dis-

RFA, evaluate this RFA, with

EMARI Newsletter

"Increase NSP brand awareness and
depth of meaning among our key constituencies." I suggest we consider this
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EMARI SHORTS

(…A Very Interesting Proposal, Cont’d from Pg. 6)

those objectives in mind. Would a decision
to adopt this RFA further those objectives in
a meaningful way?

EMARI SHORTS: Short Stories, Reports, Photos,
and other submissions from patrollers and
friends of the Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode
Island Region.

I also urge you to read the entire RFA (on
the National website under Board Info/
RFA’s), which includes all Rick's detailed
thoughts and logic in support of this idea.
And, take some time to think about it a bit,
as I have been doing. As said above, I
strongly feel that OEC, as the Gold Standard
for outdoor care education, must remain
strong and vital for NSP. It is the only credential for emergency medical responders
that travels across state lines, and it defines
NSP to many people. That cannot be imperiled, and must be zealously guarded in any
adoption of this RFA.

Nashoba Valley & Ski Ward
OEC Refresher
The Nashoba OEC Refresher was held on
Saturday, September 30, at the Nashoba
tubing park facility. Ski Ward patrollers
joined their ranks for the refresher. More
than 90 people - patrollers, instructors,
guests, and observers - participated in the
event. You can see some photos taken of
the refresher on the EMARI website, after
next week.

Though there may still be questions about
this RFA, I keep coming back to a gut-level
feel that this is a good idea. It has always
seemed strange to me that there are patrols
out there that cannot be part of NSP. This is
especially true of the Stowe patrol, arguably
the birthplace of NSP. It is notable and extremely welcome that the Stowe patrol is
now returning to the NSP fold. But, as there
is something of a trend towards patrols having more EMTs and Paramedics on the hill,
especially in some of the larger mountains, it
seems like NSP should find a strategy to reconcile this with our future.

Ski Bradford OEC Refresher
Bradford’s OEC Refresher was held on Sunday, October 15, 2017, at their ski area.

Is this RFA an idea worth considering? I
think it is.

Submitted by Cal Goldsmith, RD
Enthusiastic Bradford patrollers don gloves for PPE/BSI
skills at station. Photo by I. Shuttleworth.
(Cont’d on page 12…)
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CERTIFIED PROGRAM
CERTIFIED
PROGRAM
2017 Certified Boot Camp Report
When: July 28 - 30, 2017
Where: Hurrikane Cove, Harrison, Maine
Why: To gather with Certified patrollers, candidates, family, and friends, in order to help aspiring
patrollers gain exposure to the many facets of the Certified program.
Of Note: 104 people officially registered for the event, including Examiners, Candidates - and
their respective families - who made the trip from 9 different states to attend! EMARI and EMARI
Alumni always have a strong showing at Certified Boot Camp, and make a great contribution to
this event. Jen Laitala did a great job coordinating the OEC ‘elements’ and assuring they were
grounded in OEC 5 and current Certified exam methods. A huge “Thanks!” to John and Debbie
Kane for hosting the event.
Comments: This great annual event, run by John Kane and Dave Walker, takes place on the
grounds of the Kane Family home, in Harrison, Maine. This year, every bed was full, and 60+
people camped out on the lawn. Participants worked hard during the weekend, but also had time
for festivities. Besides participating in the Certified sessions, patrollers and their families enjoyed
socializing in the morning and evening, (meals, activities on the beach, boating & other watersports, family time, etc.).
The Boot Camp is always innovative, exciting, and a great learning opportunity. This year, a station involving OEC, Low Angle Rescue, and Accident Investigation was featured. To make the
station more realistic, Justin Guth (certified Patroller and Killington Ski Area risk manager) provided a gondola cab. The cab from Killington Ski Area was used as a prop for a ‘fallen gondola’ MOI
[Mechanism Of Injury] scenario. Through the interaction of teams actively working on the same
event [scenario] together, the exercise illustrated how teamwork and scene management must be
scaled as events get larger and more involved. The scenario was a great learning experience for
Certified candidates and on-lookers, as well as examiners.
If you’d like to learn more about the challenges and opportunities that the NSP Certified Program
offers, please go to http://www.nspeast.org/certified, and contact me if you have questions.
Thanks!
Scott Crofts
Certified Program Advisor
Cell tel: (508) 333-8880
sacrofts@statestreet.com

EMARI Newsletter
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Here are some photos - submitted
by John Kane and Scott Crofts, and taken by various photographers of Certified Boot Camp, held in Maine this past summer.

Follow this link to find additional
photos of Certified Boot Camp, 2017:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/
nsp_eastern-division/
sets/72157684306252114/

(Cont’d next page…)
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(...Cont’d from page 9)

Here are a few more photos of Certified Boot Camp 2017, by John Kane.

EMARI Newsletter
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Patroller Goes to Camp

overall design cover all safety concerns by
the patrol?’. This could be anything from
fence locations, to spectator viewing areas,
to ease of extrication of injured contestants.

Cutter’s Camp 2017
By Dennis Gauvin
Patrol Director
Ski Bradford

There were several round table discussions
as well as a fireside chat which also proved
very informative. If given the chance in the
future, take advantage of the opportunity to
attend; you will come away with a bunch of
knowledge and understanding of terrain
park planning. Remember - as Patrollers,
we need to understand all aspects of our
resorts, not just open trails.

OK - so why would a ski patroller go to Cutter’s Camp, a three day seminar geared to
terrain parks? Well, I had the opportunity
to attend the recent one at Mt. Snow on
November 6th, 7th, & 8th. What I learned
was that the Camp was not only for those
involved in running a terrain park. Yes,
they did have sessions on park design and
maintenance, park events, and planning.
However they also covered other topics
such as liability, and accident investigation.

Oh, and the beers were cold as well!

From a patrollers point of view, they also
covered how to document an accident investigation by properly identifying the various names of certain parts of a jump, for
example. The speakers from one of the insurance companies for ski areas explained
as a patroller filling out an Incident Report,
they would need to use the correct terminology to describe where on the jump an
incident occurred, as well as how to properly measure a jump, from the approach
through the landing area. Why is this important? Well if a serious incident were to
happen, guess whose incident report and
accident investigation report would be
brought into court. Also, as the investigator
from the ski resort, you could be called into
court to describe everything in regards to
the incident.

ARD APPOINTMENTS
This Fall, in accordance with the EMARI Region Bylaws, two Assistant Region Directors
were chosen by the patrol directors at
EMARI’s Fall Business Meeting held in September 2017. Chris Mitchell will continue as
Assistant Region Director serving the Bradford and Blue Hills patrols. Chris will also
serve another year as Alternate Region Director. Jon Cole was also chosen to serve
as Assistant Region Director for the Wachusett and Nashoba patrols. Simon Thomas,
the third Assistant Region Director, is in the
middle of his first 2-year term serving the Ski
Ward, Yawgoo Valley, and Nordic patrols. My thanks to them all for stepping up
and helping the EMARI Region continue to
provide excellent service to the skiing and
riding public in the Eastern Mass and Rhode
Island regions.

Also, it was suggested that when a terrain
park is designed, either for the season, or
just a special event, Ski Patrol needs to be
consulted for various information, such as;
‘Where would Patrol stage patrollers and
sleds during a competition?’, and, ‘Does the
EMARI Newsletter
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(…EMARI Shorts, Cont’d from Pg. 7)

Brian Coolidge was the Outdoor Emergency
Care Coordinator for the course at Bradford.
In the photos shown here (above, and below) you can see patrollers refreshing their
knowledge of PPE/(‘BSI’) equipment and
skills as they practice removal of
‘contaminated’ gloves. The OEC instructor

Discussion, post contaminated glove-removal practice,
spans generations. Photo by I. Shuttleworth.

in charge of the station was Ski Bradford Patrol Director Dennis Gauvin.

Blue Hills Ski Patrol
OEC Refresher

Blue Hills Ski Patrol OEC Refresher.
Photos by I. Shuttleworth.

The BHSP refresher was held on Saturday,
November 4, at Blue Hills. The event ran
smoothly. A group of volunteers assisted in
scenarios, and rotated through the stations
so they could get a more rounded view of
the proceedings. Here are some photos of
the event:

For more photos, check out the EMARI
website,

www.emari.org,

where you’ll find photos arranged by event.
Cont’d next page...

(Cont’d next page…)
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(…EMARI Shorts, Cont’d from Pg. 12.)

ARE YOU ‘SEASON READY’?
It looks like from their activities this past summer, (photos below), that Blue Hills Ski Patroller
Scott Crofts and his son Nicholas sure will be! After a workout like moving monster tires
around, they were well on their way to being fit for the season!

Way to go, Crofts family!

EMARI Newsletter

Photos submitted by Scott Crofts.
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(...EMARI Shorts, cont’d from page 13.)

Monkey or Number, or,...BOTH?
990 is a 28 year old monkey who is given as
an ‘award’ to the person who takes the monkey off the Division Director's back. The
"lucky" recipient gets to care for and take 990
with them for a whole year to every ski patrol
event they attend. You should see him on his
snowboard!

Cal with 990 and a division Subaru outside the
meeting venue in New York state. Photo by
John Kane.

Region Director Receives Award
RD Cal Goldsmith was awarded the Eastern
Division Outstanding Administrator Award this
year at the Eastern Division annual meeting.
In the photo here (below) he displays the
framed certificate acknowledging his being
awarded a Silver Merit Star! Cal was also
acknowledged as the 2nd runner up for the
National Outstanding Administrator Award.

990 Arriving at Nashoba’s OEC Refresher. Photo
submitted by Cal Goldsmith, RD and 990’s chauffeur.

Cal (center) displaying his certificate after receiving
a Silver Merit Star, flanked by Rick Knight (L) and
John Kane, (R). Photo submitted by John Kane.

990 & BHSP OEC Refresher Instructor of Record
Gordon Hughes. Photo submitted by Cal Goldsmith.

(Cont’d next page…)
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(…EMARI Shorts, Cont’d from Pg. 14.)

NSP Booth at Ski Show
The annual BEWI Boston Ski and Snowboard
Expo was held November 9th - the 12th at
the Seaport World Trade Center. Once
again NSP had a booth at the show. Our
own Bernie Valley (Wachusett patrol) organized the patrollers who volunteered to staff
the booth.
Bernie (Far Right) and his opening day crew.

Besides new banners and signage and postPhoto submitted by I. Shuttleworth.
ers from National, a vehicle from our NSP
sponsor/partner
patrollers from all
Subaru was on disover, who stopped
play. Volunteers
by to visit. Several
gave away stickpotential future paers, lip balm, pass
trollers were providlanyards, neck
ed with information
gaiters [balaregarding NSP and
clavas], cards and
lead contact inforbrochures that
mation.
featured safety
messages and
Here are a handful
the NSP Logo
Booth visitor (far right, front) hold up a NSP balaclava
of photos taken at
she received from patrollers. Photo by John Kane.
the NSP booth on
The booth ‘staff’
Thursday - the
enjoyed conversation with current and past
opening day of the show.

Ski Patrol runs in the family! Mt. Snow patrol’s father and daughter team pose with John for a photo in
front of the NSP Subaru. Photo submitted by J. Kane.
EMARI Newsletter

This Posse knows the Code!! Friends pose for photo
at NSP Booth. Photo submitted by John Kane.
(Cont’d on page 19…)
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Editor’s Note: The article printed below was delivered
to me ‘through time and space’ by a creature who
wished to remain anonymous. An attempt at editing
for our old-school, 2017 ‘style’ [for grammar, spelling,
punctuation, versus the author’s 2040 style] was
made, but failed - the original, specially encrypted text
automatically and mysteriously reappeared on my
computer screen each time an attempt was made!
You now have the senders original, “FABLES OF THE
FUTURE” text. Enjoy the read!

Cont’d next page...
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(Message from the Future, Cont’d from Pg. 16)

Cont’d next page...
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(Message from the Future, Cont’d from Pg. 17)
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(...EMARI Shorts, cont’d from page 15.)

(Message from the Future, Cont’d from Pg. 18)

Enjoy Your Work!
That’s what Dave
Walker and
Chris Pringle were
spotted doing, at
the banquet that
followed the 2017
annual Eastern
Division Officers
Meeting.

Dave and Chris enjoy the
evening! Photo submitted by
John Kane.

What a great
image to share,
as we conclude
this version of
EMARI Shorts.

Stay tuned for future installments!

EMARI WISHES
Note: Leaf, snowflake, and turkey images used in the newsletter were taken from Google;
searches of free images of fall foliage, snowflakes, and Thanksgiving turkeys.

We wish you a safe,

The Next Issue
The EMARI Newsletter is next scheduled
to be published on January 7, 2018,
though EMARI programs
will dictate the actual publication date.
Any patroller may submit material
to be published! Send your articles, reports, photographs, and other items
to the Editor at newsletter@emari.org,
or contact Ingrid Shuttleworth directly at
ishuttle@hotmail.com.
EMARI Newsletter
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